Once a goal is
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formulated, teachers
categorize it using
the studio habits.
They may go back
and forth iteratively
between the goal and
habits to align goals
and habits.

Throughlines and
goals work together
to build
understanding.
Goals are the feeder
streams that push
nutritious ideas into
the main rivers. It is
critical that lesson
goals align with one
or more
throughlines.

To do that, teachers
often start developing
goals intuitively with
understanding based
on their expertise as
artists.

Once a goal is
formulated, teachers
can categorize it
using studio habits.
Often, they will need
to go back and forth
iteratively between
the goal and the
habits they fall within
to align goals and
habits.

Many teachers set

Unless studio habits

overarching themes

match the goals,

or questions to guide

teachers will have

curriculum. These

trouble assessing

are meant to link the

how well students are

direct learning

developing

experiences students

dispositions and their

have to the larger

elements (skill,

ideas they are meant

inclination, and

to develop.

alertness).
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The instructional
sequence is
organized by a series
of studio structures.
Studio structures
serve to "chunk" the
fragments of the
lesson into a
coherent and
understandable
whole. The structures
are often scaffolded
with prompts that
make a mini-script.

The third link in the
essential gears that
hold learning
together (along with
goals and
experiences) is
ongoing assessment.
Ongoing assessment
includes check points
that teachers and
students use in the
process of learning
and help students and
teachers see what's

Because students

making sense and

show understanding

what isn't yet.

best through what
they make, do, and

In this example, we

say, TatC sessions

have described three

offer little time to talk

levels of learning for

and often no doing or

each part of the

making. As a result,

sequence. 3 is High,

most assessment for

2 is Middle, and 1 is

what is presented in

Low. We describe a

TatC sessions shows

generic way to think

during the Students-

about the levels in

at-Work sessions that

call-outs below.

follow.

For all studio habits,
High levels show in
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the following ways:
Students show highlevel skills and strong
inclination

For all Studio Habits

(motivation to use

of Mind, Low levels

skills) and alertness

show in the following

(awareness of when

ways: Students' skills

to use skills). All

are minimal and they

three dispositional

show little, if any,

elements improve

inclination to use

rapidly as a result.

them (motivation)
and seem to lack
awareness of when to

For all studio habits,

do so. Consequently,

Middle levels show in

they get less practice

the following ways:

than they need to

Students can use

improve all three

medium or high-level

dispositional

skills when prompted,

elements, and

but initially they

teachers need to

show little

intervene

independent

strategically.

inclination
(motivation to use the
skills) or alertness
(awareness of when
to use skills). All
three dispositional
elements increase
over time and with
practice.
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